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Figure 1  
Buyers waiting for the auction to start at Karanfilkoy Flower Auction 

 
 

which contains pigeon holes belonging to each buyer for the delivery of 
flowers that s/he bought. Flowers are then collected by the clients from these 
pigeon holes at their convenience.     

As evident from the above description of the process, transparency at 
the auction is essential and determined by the quality of communication. To 
make sure that growers have the necessary information to adjust their 
decision regarding where to send flowers for auctioning, emerging price 
levels at all auctions operated by the cooperative are faxed to them every 
auction day, around noon.6 Needless to say, less formal information 
dissemination mechanisms such as phone calls, face-to-face communication 
and even gossip are also at work. Related and supporting businesses to the 
cut flower sector (such as those selling packaging materials, baskets etc.), 
which tend to cluster around the auction premises -as predicted by theory 
(Porter, 1998)-, also contribute towards better flow of information among 
the industry participants. It is therefore clear that the cooperative as a way of 
organizing economic activities enables its members to diminish both 
‘coordination’ and ‘information’ related costs.   

                                                 
6  There are attempts to computerize this information dissemination task. 



 


          

             


          
    
              
              
   


            
            
           
          
         
            

         



        
      










         

            
         



            

           
         
            
         



 

         

        



      


 




          

    

       
         




          

         
          
        
         
        
         


    

       


          


     


        
           




 



  
          
           


          
           
         
        
        


         
        

           
           
           
          
           
         
           




         
          
          



         
          



            
          



 
            

           
          


 



  
          
           


          
           
         
        
        


         
        

           
           
           
          
           
         
           




         
          
          



         
          



            
          



 
            

           
          




 

 
 



          
          
          


         


  



            

          
  
         
   



        
 
       
 
         
          
        




           

          
       
         
            

         
          
         



 


          
           
        
    

  
   



 
  
          


            
  















          



            

      


   




           


          

       








         


 


          
           
        
    

  
   



 
  
          


            
  















          



            

      


   




           


          

       








         




 




              


          






            





           





          


         







        



       
       


           


  







       


             

        


           











 




              


          






            





           





          


         







        



       
       


           


  







       


             

        


           













 



          


         



         



          


          








            
          

           
          
         
           
       
          
        







